1. Find 5 CLIPS or GIFS that include JR Ewing in the TV movie series Dallas
- https://media.giphy.com/media/jVEYJgRRbGUEGGYmVD/giphy.gif
- https://media.giphy.com/media/nEd1wnlq1Z8LdJwzOg/giphy.gif
- https://media.giphy.com/media/iN3GTABkstblcOuQW3/giphy.gif
- https://media.giphy.com/media/1ZpJeL4BdfYB0MwfCv/giphy.gif
2. Clip or GIF of Sgt Schultz in TV series saying “I know nothing”
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UmzsWxPLIOo
3. Movie CLIP from the Caine Mutiny with the lawyer giving the speech at the end about the real
creator of the Caine Mutiny.
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jw6gwGawbXA
4. Find 3 CLIPS or GIFs of Blake Carrington in the tv series Dynasty, plust 3 CLIPs or GIFS of his
former wife (the actress Joan Collins)
a. Blake Carrington
i. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSGN8zxxG54 (regains control of
company from alexis)
ii.
b. Alexis Carrington
i. https://media.giphy.com/media/oOLqPsVlJbO5M3jew1/giphy.gif
ii. https://media.giphy.com/media/2w6dy00cG8i5sqCEyA/giphy.gif
iii. https://media.giphy.com/media/21HtUTQ9C1D1UonYwU/giphy.gif
5. Movie Clips and GIFs from the Office.
a. We’ve got a bunch up on the website and I have even more on a separate list.
6. Movie Clips or GIFs from About Schmidt
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJue0PgNbRA (opening scene of silence)
7. More Clips and GIFs from Up In the Air involving people getting fired
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VX9v93OmHb8 (fire me scene; firing industry)
b. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qyL7TG6SzDU (firing montage of people getting
canned)
i. “im not a shrink, I’m a wake up call”
ii. “studies say that children under duress tend to apply themselves more
academically”
c. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjVyrWdUy0c
i. another firing montage. “I feel like the people I worked with were my family.”
ii. “People do crazy shit when they’re fired.”
8. Other miscellaneous clips that are highly applicable
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MfC54kLXNQg
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i. from an HBO show called “Billions”. Two rival corporate hacks are disputing a
settlement—instead of allowing Hack B to settle for paying 2 billion dollars,
Hack A forces him to vow never to trade in securities again. Hack B tears up 2
bil. check and throws it in Hack A’s face.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qUysjXdBD1U
i. Mad Men—a copywriter finds hes paid significantly less than another
coywriter. Seeks advice on how to go about getting a raise.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OwwFd6iA6rI
i. Mad Men—handling a skeptical client. Don Draper: “Have a nice day, you’re a
non-believer. You’ve enlisted my expertise and rejected it, I’m not interested
in that.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0e8mfHzAjQ
i. Mad Men—Don Draper listens to another creative director try to sell beer. He
looks out the window, tuning out the pitch that he’s given a thousand times.
He sees a plane coasting across the sky. Draper looks down, and leaves in the
middle of the pitch. The other director continues talking, and the camera
focuses on a colleague of Don’s as he smiles to himself, knowing exactly what
Draper had realized. The “realization that it was all for nothing.”
ii. Sanitized boardroom, sanitized people talking about "stimulating
imaginations" when doing precise opposite. Attempting to narrow thoughts
by placing this supposed "man" who there are a million of within a neatly
defined box, and Don seeing the essence of his beloved industry boiled down
to a horrific science, while he begins feeling like the very man being described
in the presentation before him.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jsLUidiYm0w
i. Office Space—did you see the memo? Asshole boss being his passive asshole
self to the guy who’s done his job just fine. Cubicle politics.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_iiOEQOtBlQ (walk us through your typical day)
i. Office Space—Livingston has had it. He doesn’t care anymore. Divulges to
internal reviewers how much he doesn’t actually work, and how much he
hates his job.
ii. “I have 8 different bosses…my only real motivation is not to be hassled.”
iii. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=af8DVIZ5LX4
1. internal reviewers are so surprised with Livingstons carefree attitude
and self-confidence after he’s stopped caring that they actually
RECOMMEND him for upper management to his boss.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n3Sle_o1bcs
i. Office Space—“What exactly do you do here?” Customer service rep gets fired
because his utility has been phased out. Gets defensive, aggressive—“I’VE GOT
PEOPLE SKILLS! I’M GOOD AT DEALING WITH PEOPLE!”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9eSOMWRmAw
i. Livingston trying to dodge his Asshole Boss on Friday afternoon so that
Asshole Boss won’t keep him extra time. He fails. Asshole Boss tells him he’ll
have to come for the whole weekend.
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ii. “Every single day of my life has been worse than the day before it. So every
single day you see me, that’s on the worst day of my life.”
iii. “Is there any way you could, like, zonk me out so I don’t think I’m at work?
Like, when I get home, I just think I’ve been fishing all day or something?”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xqkpP59UgM
i. Seinfeld—No Soup For You! Customer service and the arbitrary nature of the
exchange of goods. Person providing service provides it on THEIR terms.
Otherwise…No Soup for You!
1. That is…unless you find out how to make the goods yourself, unless
you can compete! Then it’s your ball game.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I078P-5e11g
i. Seinfeld—the different kinds of negotiation. How do you get what you want
when that something is not in your possession? If there’s no way you can get
all of it, how do you get part of it, or leave the window open for getting it
later?
ii. “Why does nobody haggle in this country?”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fk2YRpLnmdU
i. Office Space—getting up for work and the commute. Work already sucks, so
why shouldn’t getting there suck too? This scene encapsulates that. All that
needs to be said on the matter—sometimes, the world just doesn’t want you
to live in it smoothly.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vsayg_S4pJg
i. Office Space—soft-spoken Milton is constantly pushed around by Asshole
Boss. His desk gets moved to the basement, his stapler gets stolen, and hes
asked to get rid of the cockroach problem. He states his protestations, but he’s
so soft spoken that Asshole Boss can just speak over him.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qIqeXSYc8nE
i. Half-Baked—iconic quitting scene. “fuck YOU, fuck YOU, fuck YOU, YOU’RE
cool, fuck YOU, I’M OUT!” Everyone’s wanted to do this at some point. This
guy did.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7R2IJFCUBFs
i. The Truman Show—having found out that his whole life is a literal reality
show puppeteered by the Creator, Truman finds a way to leave it. The Creator
tries to get him to stay—“You belong here, with me”—but Truman decides
that his own free will is worth more. “In case I don’t see ya, Good afternoon,
Good evening, and Good night!” Essentially a quitting scene if you read
between the lines.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PH1XR8gyYJE
i. 500 Days of Summer—Tom works at a card writing company where they try to
write inspirational things on cards. Kind of like Mad Men, “we’re lying to these
people, and we’re responsible…what does this even mean? People should be
able to say how they really feel, not just words that people put in their mouths
that don’t mean anything. I quit, there’s enough bullshit in the world without
my help.”

p. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oGLKnAvzlg4
i. Joe vs. the Volcano—Joe quits his dystopian white-collar job. Clip speaks for
itself.

